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About Us
Experiencing SBP life is all about client's experience. Be it customer or our associates, SBP works for
their patrons on a step by step basis ensuring no base is left uncovered. SBP you are sure to
experience that your transaction will be life transition with your needs put first at all times. SBP group
has been symbolic of newer innovations in urban living. SBP GROUP now better acknowledged
as the developers of striking realty ventures SBP HOMES, SBP SOUTH CITY, SBP NORTH VALLEY
and SBP HOUSING PARK. In addition to desirable location and superb space utilization, all
segments of hi class lifestyle are abundantly bestowed at our diverse models. The greatest reward
SBP Group holds is an advanced take on real estate technology setting the industry gold standard for
their clients by marking rapid expansion in realty by constructing around 4000 apartment in mere 4-5
years span of their establishment. Our projects has fully functional club & is loaded with ultra modern
amenities & some outstanding Modern Features. We have not make only structures but we create
spaces where life breathes, happiness multiplies, families come together & individuality. SBP
commenced its operations with a group of developers. Riding on the growth wave of real estate, the
group made a strategic shift into constructions of apartments and mini-township; from then on, it
transformed into a new breed of builders and carved an enviable niche for itself in the real estate...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/sbp-group-chandigarh/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Commercial Building
Construction Service

Apartments Construction

Commercial Projects

Residential Building
Construction Services

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:Service Provider

CONTACT US
SBP Group
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